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BLANKET PRIZESMarilyn Bell, Parents* Day chairman, and
Bruce MacDonald, committee member, display one of the two
blankets to be presented to parents that come the farthest dis..
dance to 5J5 on Sept. 28the first SJS Parents’ Day.
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SJS Student Blames
Civil Rights Agitators
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It is indeed unfortunate that
..is lence has bro,k.ii .,111 III Alabama over the racial conflicts.
I sympathize deeply with the
plight of any Southern Negro
subjected to persecution because
of his race. But, with all due
respeo to those who have died
sir suffered injury in this conflict already, too much emotionalism and irresporruhility have
ntered the picture and clouded
OM’ reason.
We commonly lay the blame
for the racial violence with the
white segregationists, but this
I, a mistake. The blame for the
race violence and deaths in the
South falls directly upon the
:Moulders of the Negro "civil
rights" leaders and their white
sympathizers. Before they began agitating for "civil rights,"
peace and order existed in the
South where death and riots
occur today.
This whole point might well
be illustrated by the following
anology: A man la Southern
Negro; stood at the edge of a
dying volcano (the segregationist South I and looked down into
the crater of molten lava (bigotry and prejudice). In his heart
was constant fear that the volcano might erupt. But also in
his heart was constant hope,
because he knew that if he
stood quietly on the edge long
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Portugal-Spain Differ
Over African Colonies
It t’lIIL NEJAs.ost
1 11 Foreign NPV0i Analyst
IASI:Ws:, Portugal
Spain
and Portugal, the two nations
which occupy the Iberian Peninsula, are going in opposite directions in Africa
The Spanish regime of Generali.ssimo Francisco Franco
toward
moving cautiously
greater participation in world
affairs and seeking to soften it’,
image as a dictatorship befor,
he world, is acting to improve
its relations with the new nations of Africa.
As such it is talking autonomy for Spanish Guinea.
In contrast is the embattled
Portuguese regime of Premier
Antonio de Oliveira Salazar, determined to retain its holdings
:is the largest remaining European power in Africa. Salazar
has declared that Portugal will
fight to the last to retain its
place in Africa.
In any discussion of the Port1/:.7uese and Spanish attitudes toward Africa. the Portuguese a r
quick to point liut that Portayue,e problems are different.
F .,r Portugal, the African
territories not only arc
-...ace of national pride. thcy

pro%al, oull/as for Portuguese exports and for Portugal’s
excess population. Through arrangements with Lisbon, they
also are a source of foreign exchange.

In plastic!

DE 000 RANT

Here’s deodorant protection

YOU CAN TRUST
Old Spice Stick Deodorant . ..,Iastest, neatest way to art
day, every day protection! It’s the active deodorant for
arrive men... absolutely dependable. Glidea on smoothly.
speedily...ritiei in record time. Old Spice Stick Deodorant
-most ronvenient, most economical deodorant money can

First Baptist Church
the downtown church
catering to the college community
8:30
9:45
545
7:00

& 11:00 a.m. - Morning Worship
am. - College ’S.min.,’
pan. - Tri-C Club
p.m. - Evening Service
1111 So Second Si . San Jose

Clarence R. Sands, D.D., Pastor

First Immanuel Lutheran
(Mo. Synod)
and
Student Center
374 So. 3rd St.
* Sunday Morning Services:
at 8:15, 9:30 and 11:00 a.m.
Gernrne Delta Meting
Wr-dnesday 7 00 p m
ssi

Oficyfice

4-4

STICK
DEODORANT

WAR

PURITAN OIL CO
6th & Keyes - 4th & William
10th & Taylor

discounts

campus delivery

Charges accepted . .

Flowers, Inc.
980 So. 2nd

Call 286-1404

Church Schedules
Open House Friday
The Institute of Religion fur
Latter Day Saints will sponsor
an open house today at 7 p.m.
All L.D.S. students and their
friends are invited to attend the
buffet dinner with dancing and
entertainment following.
The Institute of Religion, on
East San Fernando Street is
open daily, and offers daily anti
iscning courses in religion. ,Jos’-ph C. Muren is the part-time
faculty member on the staff.
Paul R. Searle is the director
:if the Institute which has its
rAvn library and recreational
facilities in the lounge.

Wesley
Foundation

LDS students Sn

Paul R. Searle, Director

*6:00 pan. Supper 40s
7,00 p.m. Program will feature
film -Nee to Face" dealing
with finding meaning for 114
through encounter.
* 8:00 p.m. Worship and Fellowship.
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CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER
300 S. 10th at San Carlos
Allan Dieter, Campus Pastor
Sunday.
Mr Henry
drew Hill
"Lite
11

Sept. 22 et 6:15 p.m.
Jensen. principal of An
High School speak on
is Cnonitmeat"

00 a m .- Morning Church
SP.C

5 45 pm. - Supper 140g)
615 pm. - Meeting

s.

GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
484 East San Fernando

Z

45, 11.00 and 7 45 p
Church Service
10.00 a.m. Collage Bible Class
eteorg -Shorty" Collins John IA Al.,,
Petro
Baptist College Chpiein

WARNER PRESS, INC.
Featuring Religious Records
’’The Best in
Christian Merchandise"
292 23",,

96 S. 2nd

CENTRAL CHURCH
OF CHRIST
All are uelcome
tr!
.t1 Fib)
20 Ott.: 1

297-7600

Schedule of Services:
SUNDAY
144,11,1s11,
1111.1.- Study lams
Evening V. 11rahlp
WEDNESDAY

St. Paul’s
IPA at Seri Salvador
WM m.
James Ethredge,
Minister

R:30
10:41
9:45
7:00
7 10

a in
eau
a.m.
pit.
p.m

SPECIAL CLASSES
FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
:4410filoym at 9:11
81 North Eighth 4.
%timelier : Peal OW

TEN WEEK SEMINARS IN CHRISTIAN STUDIES
Seminars begin the week of Sept. 2901/End week of Dec. 1st
Most seminars have small fee for text

St. Thomas Chapel
A Student chapel for it. doubter,
c3443.1,onr and bel43.3

Evangel Bible
Book Store

J. Benton White,
Campus Minister

INSTITUTE OF RELIGION
O

Religious Gifts

441 South 10th
Street

TONIGHT 7:00 P.M

’her

Books

IMdiodirt Student
Center)

OPEN HOUSE
$
r.

Bibles

s

The Church of
Jesus Christ
of Latter-Day Saints

Roger Williams Fellowship

1401 S. First St.

GAS

Free

R. Fiedler. Dir. of Munk
N. Ittles, Vicar

A. J. Brononer, Pastor

-

So fake time out tonight
to pamper your taste.
buds where the dining
is always delectable at
Bohannon’s.

buy. 1.00 plus tax.

Al. ’.111.Aliffli
ASIt 111141
Spring. 111113

Fraternity, sorority rut-".

V. elcome new an.I returning

There’s a taste -tempting
dish waiting for you at
Bohan non’s.
Be it mouth - watering
hors d’oeuvres or a
scrumptious dessert our expert chefs prepare
your meal from start to
finish with loving care.

on the edge who was killosrt
The orlearar ithe. South/ what
had not yet cooled? (Jr the ow.
side’ agitator, who pushed ’hi.
man Into the %oleano?

ampui

National Luthen Council

OuSpixe

blame for thi
It he Southern Nevs,,i

Student

Worship Sunday

Delectable
For

when he was forectl into ot...
burning crater premature!,
Ntwv, the qtn-tion

lt,relere.e;WeWWWWW0WeW,e,We’eVe’.

Spattan2‘kati
Entered as second class matter April
24. 1934, at San Jose, California, us der the act of March 3, 1879, Member California Newspapers Publishers
Association. Published daily by Associated Students of San Jose State
College except Saturday and Sunday.
during college year. Subscription as.
cepted only on rentInder.of-se,nes
ter basis. Full academic year, $9: each
’enlister, $4.50. Off -campus price per
copy. 10 cents. CV 4-6414 -Editorial
Ext. 2383, 2384, 2385, 2386. Advertising Ext. 2081, 2082, 2083. 2084.
Press of Globe Printing Co. Office
hours 1:45-4,20 p.m., Monday through
Friday.
JERRY ARCA
Editor
Advertising Mgr.
DAVE BLOOM
RICHARD REEB
Day Editor

enough, that eventually till’
burning crater would cool into
solid ineic and some day it would
even be wife I. go down into
the once dangerous crater and
dwell in peace. So the man on
the volcano’s edge waited and
slowly but surely the volcano
was cooling.
Then one day, another individual la "civil rights" agitatoro
from a land of no volcanoes
came to the volcanos edge and
pushed the man on the edge
into the crater, calling triumphantly after him, -See! All you
needed was a helpful push to
get you where you wanted to
go; you’ll be there in no time!"
Of course, the patient man on
the edge was burned to death

"Ethics et Decision"
Text Sans, title - Forrell
WEDNESDAYS 330 - Campus Chr;stian Carter
Lutheran Campus Peter Allan Mete

"Ethics and Modern Cuisine"
Tort: -Secular Rele,anc. of the Church" - W
’
"Christ and Culture - Niebuhr
MONDAYS 3:30 p.m. - Campus Christian Cent,
Presbyterian Campus Pastor Don Emmet

"A New Look at ChrisfionityTer+. "Honest to God’ - Robinson
TUESDAYS 3:30 p.m. - Collag Chapel
Presbyterian Campus Pastor Don ErrrnI

"Confroating Christ"
Text "Gospel of Marl"
SUNDAYS 10 a.m. - Grace Baptist Ch,’.
Baptist Campus Petor Geo. Collins

"Pr lllll ant Theolegy"
Text A Layman s Gu.d to Prot. Theo." - Norden
MONDAYS 7:30 p m. - Roger Williams House
Baptist Campus Pastor Goo. Collins

"Religion in Modern Life"
Text Same title
HaCkmpn
TUESDAYS 330 p.m. - Campus Christian Cent.’
Lutheran Campus Pastor Allan Dieter

"Introduction to the Christian Faith"
Text -Beliefs The Count ’ - Fieriness
WEDNESDAYS 3 30 pm. - Wesley Foundation
Methoci.st Campus Pastor. J. Benton Wh,te

"Real
ing the Bible"
Text: The UnioldIng Drama of the Bible" SYADSEUT.sednA
3:30 p.m. - Wesley Foundation
Methodist Campus Pastor J. Benton White

"The Self I. Pilgrimage"
Tart srn title - Loomis
SUNDAY 9:30 a.m. - Campus Christian Center
Congeggational Campus Pastor Mark Rutledge
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Clap, Jump, Sing Along . . . The Hootenanny’s Here
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II parts of
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liteees. Halal Nlaekinruin. Bob
(Iilearn, and .10sh White Jr. will
rail trill and lead the gathering.
San Jose Slate seems always
to get in the act, and this finals no different, as the Wayfarers, former S.IS students, highlight tonight s ’I loot ." A.. Metalling artists. the group is now
plugging "Come Along sa.ith the
Wayfarers," which is among
best-selling dises in the nation.
’commit the country, the quartet commented they spend more
time in their recording ranter
than they did while on campus.
The four members of this versat iii’ group are Dick Bailey, Tom
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THE WAYFARERSDick Bailey, Tom Adams
BonniwoR "hoot" tonight.
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When Gain. that famed lady lair.
:old her husband, "rre nothing to wear.*

w.
Cent,

’rhe San Jose Arts Council
- presenting a Cultural Seminar
on Sept. 26. Id a.m.. at the Ste.
Claire Hotel, according to Honorary Chairman Paul L. fravies
rh FM(. Corp. Admission is $2.50.
The
(’oninchl
will
present
panels on Music Education, The
Theater, Urban Design, Arts
and Crafts and Literary and Relattsl Arts.

TEMPORARV RAND
It’s been 23 pia, sltler. Vincent
’Nola- Lopez Usti( a hand into
the Hotel ’raft Grill in San Fran riser:, for a tempiirary engagement. 11.’s still there

WithhisSwingline in hand.
He stapled a band
am! tare -Wear thrt my dear, in your hair,’

swg9ANE

3 SPEED BICYCLES
Men’s or Ladies’
Quality construction throughout
Synchro-msli
liristgrip goer shift controls
Ertr

largo frame models

4railabl for tIl riders
Contrr

39"
in carton
Andreto

assembled with 90 dAy
O

, 100

’t,tter than is puir of gum

gulfdritPe $4495
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S.J. Arts Council
Sets Cultural Meet

caul Hlighes, eirordinator with
Mrs Thomas L. Mitchell reports
the dIiy. activities will be elimaxed ssith
1.:effing with
the Arts." is semi -formal dinner
and entertainment program under the direction of Mrs. Sidney
lies in, chairman for the San Jose
I.ight Opera Asstroat ion. Inc.
I ost of the dinner is $7 :30.
Active sasinsors art Nan >lime
Sit
Center Astsrsdit ion. San
Jose Music and Arts Foundation, (’rpneert Series ft..;. I’d, T1)
fialon Club, San Jose State College Drama Department, Santa
Clara Valley Council for Civic
Unity. San >muse Metroptilitan
Associates, Greater San Jose
Chamber of r’ommeree, Fine
Arts Commis:don and the City
of Nan Jose.

COS:

1:30
t:45
143
’:00

Adams, Ray Blouin. and Seim
Bonniwell.
Bailey and Bonniwell are naInes of San Jose, and in addition to making recordings anti
touring college campuses, the
Wayfarers have performed in
notably night clubs, most recently at San Francisco’s fameti
Hungry i.
Adding color and glamour to
the gathering will be pretty
Harm MacKinnon, a regular at
The Second Fret, one of Philadelphia’s folk music night spots.
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young man the cream ;Ns3 campus-correct
Your ivy-suit-cum-vest
style I t
perfected for a pittance of 49.90 Super sportcoats blazers ly the Rion from 29.90 Sensational sweaters I. oni all cver the world Pants
galore from white levis to wools. by ideal gant
of new haven shirts from 6.95 Shoes & formals
& umbrellas in truth everything it takes
a successiul year on campus. All riot here at
ria. Where sensible super/charge styles you
up fcr nothing down & 12 long months to pay.
At

State, your ran I

rpore,,,n4af;v.

Linda Irby, Cheryl Woodward, Dave Finn and Gary Bra;field

FIRST AT SANTA CLARA

h1

Kappa Sig May Enter
Inter -Fraternity Council
I hl
ti -nit’,
Kappa
-0.:111.,
may Is,
the 16th member of
lidisdraternity Council late this
semestei. ithnoUtleed Hots ie Reed.
!VC president The tratermts will
colonize at San J
State next
month and ssj
:
ss the fouls
11..41’
4 1 1144.11 frasivrma Airth,, Mu and

1

PHI MUs are pictured on the Santa Cruz beach during a part of
their retreat held last weekend. Both actives and pledges participated as plans for the coming semester were discussed.
Saturday the sorority spent a day at Alum Rock Park where they
hiked to the falls and later held a barbecue. Sunday was "fun
day" of the retreat when they headed for Santa Cruz. Despite
a little fog, which later cleared, the girls enjoyed a day of sun
and surfing.
arra LC,

../...cozcoxoccozozoor.e..e..cr..000"
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STEAKS

iNDAY,

sEvr.

spartan

Orlortel will iseet ii SiD
116 at 8 p.m All interested persons are welcome.

OF CHARACTER!
Cooked the way you like them

Tan Beta Seelety will meet in E
131 at 7 p.m.
,

NEW YORK or
TOP SIRLOIN DINNER
R.gs

Pi Omega Pi, honorary business
education fraternity. will meet in
TI1153 at 3:30 p.m.

Scot Still Stifled

to

Where oh a here has I he Duke
of Wellington gone?

Dinner Steak
Pi

$

Scotland Yard has been trying

49

to ansser this question for two
years,

Saturday and Sunday Breakfast SpecieTis

1RCHIE’s
542 So. 2nd St.

STEAK

master druinmer and 0
The big night for Monterey is since associated, often aginst their senior
coach at the Institute of Arts :us
here, as once again Monterey fills will, with "Dixieland" jazz.
Ciiiture in Arera. Ghana,
Iits town with internationally reWhy will Dixieland Jazz he &
Dimmed jazz performers at the cussed? Well, in recent years ths
!sixth annual Monterey Jazz Fes- type of jazz has suffered severs
!tival beginning timight at 9 and ’economic reverses. Several once,
,lasting until Sunday evening at celebrated night clubs, such to
.the Monterey Fairgrounds.
Nick’s in New York and Clio:
San Jose students, who haven’t Hangover in San Francisco, have
A sample of the Monterey J.,/
!purchased their tickets for the closed their doors.
Festival will be provided
event, still have a chance to do
Another sad situation is that ’tonight
KSJS. S.IS
so, because there are a few left at
the artists, who were forced into ’station, when "Portraits in J.os
the San Jose Box Office, Ste.
this "Dixieland" mold to make a features selections by many of II,
Claire Hotel. CY 5-0888.
:living, actively loathed this type artists scheduled to appear at Ili,
Kicking off the Festival will be of music and bitterly resented the
Festival.
7/erry Mulligan, baritone saxist, implication that they were inIncluded are the Miles
pianist, and composer. who will he
styles.
other
playing
of
capable
Quintet. Carmen McRae,
’featured throughout the five-conAs to the function of the Fes- Mulligan, Thelonious Monk I
cert event.
tival, Jimmy Lyons, general man- Brubeek and Lambert
Tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. the muager. commented, "It is committed and Bevan.
sic of Lu Watto presenting neglected giants in
ters, Turk Murjazz and reacquainting the public
phy. and the
with their works, while the symYerba Buena Jazz
posium will try to clear the conBand Revisited
fusion often surrounding Dixieland
will fill the 7,100jazz."
-eat arena at the
To show how American jazz has,
Monterey F a i rHigrounds. Joe Sul- spread throughout the world.
livan. and the Gerald Wilson or- dehiko "Sleepy" Matsumoto, Japchestra will also contribute to the anese tenor sax and flute virtuoso,
will make his first U.S. appearafternoon’s commis.
On hand for the final day will ance at Monterey Saturday anis-be John Lewis, member of the nom.
Jazz has also spread to Africa.
Modern Jazz Quartet which performed Thursday night at San and to prove this Robert Osei
Jose City College.
Bonsu and Robert Ayitee. master
11th and Santa Clara
ALSO, Thelonious Monk, long drummer from Ghana. will be
stigmatized as the "high priest of heard sin Sunday afternoon. Bonsu
African
teaching
currently
bop," will be an offering at this is
final day of the event. Monk was , drumming at the Institute of
held to be "weird" and "far out" Ethnomusicology, and Ayitee waby magazine reviewers. He got his
start during the early Forties with
REMINGTON
ROYAL
UNDERWOOD
CORONA
Dizzie Gillespie. Charlie Parker,
I3iid Powell, and Kenny Clarke. At
the time, this group was considered rebellious innovators who beTYPEWRITERS RENTED
gan the so-called "hop" schoil sit
modern jazz playing and writing
However. music isn’t the only
offering at the Festival. A symposium titled "What Happened to
Dixieland?" Saturday aftimnism
immediately following the scheduled matinee concert.
CYpress 3-631
Free Parking
14 So. Second St.
Participating in this "open end ’
ihscussion. molerated by !emit
Beat ISditor Don DeMichael. will
.se the folios log jazz. psrfermers
.lack Teagarten, Pee Wee Russell.
Joe Sullivan. Charlie Teagarten
and Darnell Hisisird. All of the:,.

* * *
KSJS To Preview
Jazz Show Tonight

the of

Fez,-

20, 1963

it’s Tonight
Jazz Lovers Flock to Monterey
As Sixth Annual Festival Opens

representatives of WC. Panhellenic
Council. fraternity alumni, memtiers of the college administration
and two fraternity house advisers

Kappa Sigma, after its initial
colonization. will be asked to submit a constitution to the student
council for apprsnal Reed said
When the document is approved
the Laterinty will request recogmization
of
col
pi-"poNed
Thc.
nition from WV.
Kappa Sigma was pssst upon by
The IFC president painted out
iTist Ft:sterility
sti
’hat
once the council accepts
:. sem Sigma they go on a two
.
probationary period. ’rhey
sts have the rights of a regular
fraternity but will not be allowed
to hold an 1FC office or committee
chairmanship until the conclusion
I ,ilk
Theater
of the two years
Rushing as representatives for
’h.. Kappa Sigma fraternity will
alumni and other members ef
DAvID end MICHAT,s
tsiirthern
California
DENNY CAMPAC,a
colleges.
Stashing will be informsl. stated
Reed. "The fraternity is strong
p.M.
nationally. financially, and scholasss
" Reed said

Fi slay Sept

ist’Sle I1N DAISY

4

1101 SE
Free Parking

.."....e...e.../....ce..0341"--cosforpoccootlirocrocroz0001110000000:toocroscr..400.90....400accoor.e.---#.

the

ever since the

Duke.

worth

portrait of

D394.000

war

stolen from Britain’s National Gallery.
The surprising thing is that in
two years there has not been a
single slip of the tongue by one
or more people involved in the
theft. The stolen painting has been
;egarded by experts as the finest
of three portraits of the "Iron
Duke" painted by Goya.

Ss

Volkswagen
Specialist

Karl’s
Shell Service

pewri ers
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SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.

WEAR WHITE

STILL LOTS
OF USED BOOKS
AND ALL REQUIRED

Four Frosh Appear
At Safari Room
The Safari IT :.
i0150
Whiis
Rd., bagged :
big sines
lime. The Four Fieshmen will sp
pear there tonight.
The Freshmen not only so,
seil. but play. Ins’: f!!1_111 Albers plass trim I
and
phone and sings ti. .
.
lop %men’. plasm_
string bass. riu,
drurns and trumpet and sin.
third Bill Cernstock Was:.
tar and sings second vote"
The Four Freshmen will .;
for 10 days with three
.
Frititos and

THE
Stanford Game

OFF
FRI & AT AT
CAMPUS SHOP ONLY

SUPPLIES FOR YOUR CLASSES
WE WILL BE OPEN SATURDAY
*44

9a.m. to 3p.m.
TO SERVE YOU

SPARTAN BOOK STORE
"Right on Campus"

STANFORD GAME SPECIAL

oitkr IN GiRaES?
tio need to, really By starting
your savings program now. you
can get on a road that leads

somewhere.

Provident Mutual offers a variety
of life insurance plans with pro
tection and savings features,
designed to take care of your
present and future needs Putting aside lust a few dollars a
month now can begin your life.
time financial planning
Your campus representative is
well qualified to discuss these
plans with you Get in touch with
him for more information.
Dick Manage.
Roger Setter
Ed Great

PROVIDENT MUTUAL
Life Insurance Company
of Phinidetphie
210 North Fourth St.
Cr 7 5707

The staff at Mosher’s Ltd. says BEAT STANFOK
Saturday. To insure an all white roo.;ng section at th(
game

we are offering our regular $5.95 White Short
Sleeve Button -Down Orford Dress Shirt at 20% off -Campus Shop only.

Now

4"

osRer’s
Corner 3rd & San Fernando Sts.

SJS Seeks Third
Indian Series Win

NEW LOOKSteve Thurlow moves to right halfback in John

Ralston’s revamped Stanford backfield. A two-year veteran, Thur.
Dick Ragsdale, behind starting
low joins another ex-quarterback,
Ragsdale will be at flanker back.
signal -caller Clark Weaver.
closely on the option play.
SJS will have to watch Thurlow

F. A P.
.II/

pa/ 1,

1695 W. San Carlos

On

FOREIGN AUTO PARTS
till

113-1121

vAth
Mu %awl

Ity DAVE NEW11()I’SIE
11, ;is has already been ruled
at
’1 n,’ St n1,1.11
itarni.
Joso, Sinn. oi
I., i 1 ia
Irestan in I900, when
There’14at KOMI ehallre the InIndians twice thrashed the dian. are
JJJJJJ flaging a tett’
I....is 35-0 and 21-0) The pattern’ more aches and patios. "Closed
ha .11changed nitich sa Isn’t’
Moor" practice% are oaten 11.141
Tomorrow, /4.11S tneeta StanIs, hide WWII things.
ford for the 10th time, with
Jerry Codletto, Inno Anderson,
kivisoff 111111* 1:30 11.111. sit StanBill Holland and Charley !farm ford Stadium. For the spa/Alma
way are all bothered with bad legs,
it’ll ho oio
-111111K 0111, s
but 5.15 Coach Bob ’ritchenal has
thing
11e1,01,
thilIK tiorroissed and
already proclaimed them fit for
thing 111111. onee again.
s;tanford.
San .1o, will he playing irs
The first firm- as San Jose Slate
Stanford’s backyard, where it ha, eleven pinned Stahrord’s ears hark
been as far hack as reettrds ShOW was in 1954, by a 19-14 upset. The
Ihe Series IWttall New I/II lastI rne was in 1960, when
the III/I17on is vigorous. Youllif’d Johnny Johnston tallied three time
John Ralston in his first year as
S.15 won tout 34-20.
Stanford head coach.
RegardJews of how yrns h,ssk it
An unlicensed gambler, Ralston
It, a San Alone vietory would he
hits borrowed Iwo former ,Illar1111111141 an apart. When you’re
lerbaekS and spread them als)1111,1
.neeesroil only 10.5 per cent of
his backfield in order to tret the
the time, whit+ the Spartan. are
(7ardinal and White machine rtti
against Stanford, what el0.04. 140111,1
ling. Blue all over is the Spartan
it 111.?
record if two wins and 17 losses
hut, what must be considered t
an the
, the common sense side of thin.;
One- wire ....mire has,. st retched
t. this is the opening game rtl
it(self Old .511 as 1111111, 1111,10,0 his a
Iii’’ season for both teams, at
tweaking point, by larking the Sao Jose has as good team who,
Indians an at 17 -point fasorlte.
wants to make everyone forr.’
Ts.- men oor
know about last year’s 2-8-1 record.
something Tito -hems! and the
Second, Stanford is as revartme.:
Spartan.. don’t or listS he ss ere as having made Harps Marx lot,,
raved with as deadline and had to
like Dr. Kildare. Big Steve Thn,
elltIle lip with
t king isiskk.
low and Dick Ragstialtt, quart, The honer seems ho he the most hacks only since cominv
Sta,
logical explanation. Stanford has ford, are now the tight and flank’’’
been troubled with costly injuries, backs respectively in Ralston’s in
as have the Spartans.
type offense. In new roles. it waet,
First-string right end Rob How- 10MM:wily take some time to ma1.,
ard is at half -speed with a bad such a transformation.
foot and injured center Carl SchThird, S:in Jost ha,: p fitdd t’,/
rader, whir hawks All-t’oitst Mars
(Continued its Page 7)
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Hy the .4 minor of "Halloo Bowie( the Flay. Baytd and
"Barefoot( itety 6.16 Chet I..")

ONCE MORE UNTO THE BREACH,
DEAR FRIENDS
Todtiv I begin my tenth year of writing this column in your
To a -paper. Ten year, in at long time: it is, in fact, what
l f I
trly people like to call a deeade from the Latin
meaning the floor of a ship. It is, to my mind,
. that the Romans had such a word as ’I’’-’,,, when
ler that ships did (Mt exist until 16211 when John
. hted the Mayflower. Alden, a prodigiously ingenious
..ented the ear lobe and Pocahontas.
scrs ;similar tootle of travel especially over
2 when the Swede, Ivar KrItelfer, ’all/Kited thP
er also invented the match. %Melo it( a Kfllid
011,110
111.11111, ii,us W0111,/ you light your
I Iv.,r,its,’ I rattled overstr, ss. the importance of
iic tow
uotes, for Marltiorti Cigarettew,
ul,livhted, provide, at las-t, only limited smoking plcanure_

efoi calif IftelisporS0001
Nfarlboros beeati-e this (-oilman is :on
Is, you through the school year 1,v
Marlb,or,/. 1.,0111, its -001t paek or I hp:I.ip 1,0%.
Marlboro,
ItIrk -Ilits %Oh thitl lapeht
theV Mine ins ylolte-fleek jer-cys
k troteers V. lute duck. erinir. in Hoek’, They are
In -II water dwello.rs, although they have been sue.!Is raised in salt water too. .1hoth.r salt water denizen
.r. sou will find ettioyahle
itlankton- a tnews of tiny
lake diatoms anti algae :did like that which float
the -11rnit rd tliI sea
It is Inoue that these
11111n,atitie
rn
slite. -hall -upply the itritteipal
.t.t1 for the earth’s largest animal, the %hale. W15,110M,
are riot at all pleased with this arrangement. bed Ldo.- the to.o.r:ogo.
-teadilv, 48 hours to
.
ras lap
This leas’s.. 11,11 :L1111,4 11,0 tune for
wiri-r -port,
N11..Iville. It e a lucky thing for all of
sic that %hale’, are unaware they are natimmils, root fish, arid
oadol, 1 they tried, live just as well on land ass in waster. I
theist’, you add ten iar twelve million whales ho (our :Mutiny
traffic arid you sciuld have congestion that makes the
ud
Itot I digrerr. l’oday, I %CCP naying, 1 begin my tenth year uf
whttrar this column for Nfarlloarii Cigarettes in your campus
r. A 1. qv r. I will, 11114leli
sass as few kind words about
to, pint an you will, oMee you try that fine holotwoo
I!
r. that pristine white filter, that supple soft pack, that
IT I .1 inkle Plip-Top loot These refengice..i to Marlboro will he
fiif I ’In Hid 14.11(.41. ifi tliti hard iw41.
l
I
sir is the soft sell- you might evetl NO it the liCIP
I hasten I,, state that the makers of Marlboro
t, 11111 vears have rad ,011,1’ ,’,0111111111111.11 about nay depository
isIiai..oproaeli. Neither have they paid IIIe.
11,1I Ifiat Of ti,auIl esthsequehre. A-sle roan fleeting mentions
tuf NiarlIsiro, this
eolimin has tifirither, arid more urgent, rniseion:
ci t the hot white light of free inquiry upon the vexing
10. 1,on- that toottlile eollege Americas questions like "Should
-ltalent t’ontatil have the power to les% tanff.4? and "Are
r’."
osniFory’" and "S1,111.1 hoii.einothern be ohm ’Ito retire itisin reaching the avi
2..’"
,/,..taint
It’suiaiinis,gi.sri liii the 1111S111.M.
But if we fail, let it never Is. ....al that it %VIP for
u .r .4 trying.
1 thank you.
C ROW was 101,11Min
The ronkern of
Marlboro are happy PI brine pou another
11"r til Afar Migsfrrian’s Unpredictable and 1111444.111Ibled etaqnd’us,imppm I., bring you hoe filtered Martfrorrat.
tun’infde in pea or boa, lirreeer cluareftra are mid to all
441.1alea.

*
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Daily Sports Grid Parade
TITCHENA..
(0-0)

ANDERS(..iN
(0-01

JONES
(0-0)

Cal it. Iowa State

Cal Ili 12)

Cal 121-101

Cel 126-141

Oregon as Penn St

Penn (20.14)

Penn 171 14

Oregon St. vs. Utah

OSU 17-01

USC vs. Colorado

USC 12i 7

UCLA vs. Pitt

UCLA

Wash. as AFA

Wash

Troves A&M vs. LSU

LSU (29 7,

Ariz. as Utah Stele

1.11e1N

NE ovHOUSE
10-01

MURPHY
(041

014EIL
(0.0I

SJS 116.131

Stan. (24-14)

SJS 17(.6

Cal (20.141

la. St. 124-221

Cal 121 if

Oro. (28.211

O,n

Ore. 119.121

Ore. (19.71

Utah

OSU (14.131

Utah 12041

Utah 17-61

OSU 17-61

USC 128 4
p;rt 12 r 7

USC (28-61

USC. (30-131

USC (28-0)

USC 130.0)

UCLA (14-8)

UCLA 114.131

UCLA 117.14)

Pitt 121-61
Wash. 120.91

SJS vs. Stanford

Ala. vs Georgia

Al.

Kansas St. vs. BYU

KC,

14
11

7

W.O.
LSU

7

With (21.31

Wash. 120-121

4 1

Texas 117.7)

LSU 110-71

LSU 114-61

LSU 120-01

’ 4 7

Po.z. 114 13)

Utah 114.6,

Utah (214)

Utah 114-61

Ala

Al.. (25.101

Ala- 11941

Wash

Ala
Kansas fIt 1

rl Western vs. Mo.

121.141

115-11(

Menses (20 191

121.61

Re d

4

49 ers

Raicirs (352i)
Be.

r a4 .

Green Bev

P5’

7, 17,

Pad
Bal.

’78211

137-211
128 21j

Eia

(38 21)

Kansas 17 61

Kansas 114-6)

127.141

Mar, 119.14)

hIvrstn 121111

128-171

Pad a130-28

Raid., (21-12)

B.,

Balt

Kansas 114.131

Nerstn (28-211

Raiders is Boston
Baltimore

7

121-131

’24 17,

Pd.,

77 41

Per.11 a

17-14)

From

the moment you give us a prescription until it is delivered into your hands the

prescription goes through more checkpoints than

a

Berlin tourist.

Not even the smallest detail is overlooked in our search for pharmaceutical perfection.

*

And every prescription is double-checked to make sure nothing slips through.

STANFORD STADIUM
1,30 p.m., September 21, 1963
STARTING LINEUPS
SAN JOSE STATE
STANFORD
No. Player
Wt.
Pos.
No, Player
84 Carl Kahn
215
LE
85 Chuck McCormick
77 Tony Machutes
LT
215
75 Al Hildebrand
61 Tom Myers
LG
66 Jack Chapple
205
58 Mary Harris
215
51 Bob Kroll
RG
64 Frank Dubofsky
76 Larry Hansen
203
RT
76 Bob Nichols
72 Walt Firstbrook
230
RE
82 Frank Patitucci
230
82 Bill Holland
10 Clark Weaver
15 Rand Carter
08
185
le Steve Thurlov,
42
Walt Roberts
RH
162
LH
12 Dick Ragialtal
185
23 Dave Johnson
’87
Fe
44 Ken Babajian
34 Herb Engel
*
*
*
141:1EIES RESI LTS
*st(inford
35
1900
It
0
191111
11
0
1933
17
814
1934
1935
35
19171
26
11
49
1919
111
33
19511
16
13
1951
13
1951
11
51
1953
11
19
1951
1K
19.15
89
19511
16
1957
ii
3/4
1959
111
34
17
191;1
11
9
1961

,111)(lerne Drug
ANTHONY
Wt
195
239
222
217
219
238
206
182
211./
180
194

D. CAMPAGNA, Jr.

Professional Pharmacists
PHONE CYpress

3-7500

SECOND AND SANTA CLARA STREETS

OPEN ’TIL MIDNIGHT

SAN JOSE, CALIF.

before or
after the
game

1.0.11

=01111....

633

11 ins
414444.

moot
reml
Wm,
Mom..

CONVERSE

CHUCK TAYLOR
ALL STAR

for the tastiest treat In town!
TRY THE "ALL.
SIZES 514

97

Th.. Finest Tennis Shoes$

Women,
Tennis
Shoe
82.17

AMERICAN"

Men’s
Tennis
Shoe
S317

10070 PURE BEEF HAMBURGER
GOLDEN FRENCH FRIES
OLD-FASHIONED SHAKE

look for fh golden arches

SIZES 6 TO 12

Open
Mon .
Thor, ,
Fri
fill 9

McDonald’s
THIRD

439 S. First Street

Before or after the ball game ... or for a
tasty snack anytime ... bring your date to
McDonald’s. Enjoy the goodness of
McDonald’s Hamburgers made of 100’,;,
pure beef, government inspected and ground
fresh daily. They’re served hot off the grill
on toasted bun. Here at McDonald’s you
get fast, cheerful, courteous service ...
plenty of parking ... no car hops ... no
tipping ... the tastiest food in town at
prices that please.

AND SAN CARLOS

(27-61

Lions (71441

CHECKPOINT

SJS vs. Stanford

113

’34 201

rrilt

11-NPARTAN DAILY

Friday. Sept. 20, 1963

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY IM!
ANNOUNCEMENTS
NEED RIDE
Freer
’d
.. CY. 793-5728. Jean.
Need
’r

&

Girl’s approved apt. contract for sale.
595 S m .E4 1693 Pare.

r

Ride Daily. 7.30 Classes. Nr
White. E. Fools s 251 4812.

$11.4. CONTR.: Spacial prices: need
R. A. Harm-, Hats 345 E. Wilkens,
Have space
Fr. CY 3

..Psts Mon

the,/

I
7..’
AUTOMOTIVE
Rambler ’56 sedan. New Ruboo
Trans. Good c248-9639. $450.
’56 DODGE 4 Dr. Wiil accept reasonable r.ifer. PIE. 377 7658.
’59 VESPA $175. 915 N 17th. CY 5-8597.
After S.
’441 Prickled Hearse, R +4 CD
Owner-Unbei,evab y Peol
uses no oil. Sac. $350 FR 8.1162

2nd

’23 Model T Ford truci, run. cond
slips em. 5150. CL 5
’60 Ford, Eeno:’. Ci
H
54"
55 S.
Si MGA, RH
FOR SALE
DELUXE POCKET PRINTER. ,..
nwn nanm vi add,
(In envelopes stac
r .
cards. books. phrd...
pact case V., 01 ,1
pocket or purse. U:,looks lilee print,ng.
......
and every chamber .
eecellen gift H
$1.00. So, --,.

San Jose State will unveil its
ROOMMATE WANTED. Share 2 Bdrm 1963 cross-country team this afterE 3 lids. $35 Eno. 442 S. noon dt 345 in the third annual
noppr. sE
5th No . .- 4 ,
Watermelon Run at Spartan
- I.
. for sole. Inc. Field.
WENDY GLEN II
err
,
.
This year’s squad is built along
525 S. 9th.
last year’s powerful model that
Approved Housing. 08(t0 yr. 10 rnI6 wk.
garnered the NC’AA champion4 Gi F
IM. CY 7-9963.
ship.
Contract for Sale to Female. DISBoth varsity and freshmen will
292-4953.
C’.’
tour the 43 mile SJS course vieWOMEN’S APPROVED HOUSING. 2 ing for the first slice of melon;
dp.y. kr 4. $195 per seen. per
Coach Dean Miller’s traditional lidPerson Ilth & W,Iarn. CY 8-6381.
lifter for the harrier season.
Vac. for I Girl. Weaon Apts. 38$ E.
Jeff FIshback, holder of the
Sar Fernando No Smokin.s.
course record at 19:47.9, and the
Fern. Room for Male Student. 835. Kit. meet record of 20:52.K, Dan
pr -v 300 S I El, CY 2-2606
Murphy., Ken Tucker, Gene liarROOMMATE WANTED: Share 2 lildrrn. ule and Tom Tune will be out to
Ar w/3 men. 532.50. 588 S. 10th Apt. nail down first tring team
positkins.
WANTED: Gel 21) Ec share mod. apt
Miller has several runners vie. 266.5718 o 269 1186 eves.
ing for the other five spots in his
.ttro apt. with three girls. "Bandit" platoon.
Roommate The first seven finishers will be
the Spartan representatives at the
Professor s family oeds woman student.
Long Beach State Invitational
bd. for baby s4ting
Sept. 21t.
o. 264.2040.

I.

t4

9/

Superfluous

MUST SELL"

Sr

.dents InoresEed

AUTO INS
LiKE TO e,,s’FP

Male st,dart
HOUSING
Roommate Wanted. Elea
2 cam.

r.

o:
4,

5"

. .0,
$l0 &

"1

IS

AUTO

bdras

er

v

- 4 24 (..r.
- S korro9e

WANTED. ;
-

ir-

in -

PAUL .;
o w266
receive

o

E;

E

c, and from Redwood
oas 366-4394.

RIDE/RIDERS

I

for

TRANSPORTATION
Ricle/ridrs Wanted. . . ei

FREE RENT
WANTED,
545. 49 N

:are

LIFE FIRE INS.

.
293 Kee?

APT. FOR RENT. Males. $30-35 mo. Al
o d 253 3258
Rmrnt. Wanted: Sha
$40 ;3 So29. n

".2

GRADUATE NURSE. .’

Roommate Wanted. 7S, nice ec 545 5’ ’ ’. 4 S.
Fern. Rooms. M,

5,1

T. V RENTALS

’a^

- Creek area. Tues

.

Girl to shore apt

Men Students - C
2,:a 295
Fn.:

a

;

2 Roommates

2,,te

with

tw

TO PLACE AN AD:
Call a+ Spartan Daily Ad Office
with Check or Money Order
No Phone Orders
J207, I:30-4:00. or
di 0 -der Sian

BUY DAILY CLASSIFIEDS!
To buy, rent, or sell a cymbidium, a Didus ineptus, a
hangipanni, or any other sensible thing, just fill out this
handy order form, clip it, and send it with a check or
cash to the Spartan Doily Advertising Office, J207, Sail
Jose State College, San Jose 14, California. Ads must
be its by 2:30 P.M. two days prior to publication.
Check a Classification:
(7, A lllll commits ’ Sesiness Services’ lestrectIon
L, Merckendus
:, Heasley
r; Aeternotive
Print your ad Marc

-__

- -

(Count 33 Letters end Spaces for Each Lieu)
Strfing

Run Ad

Date

Enclosed $

_

For 2/3/4/5

---

The thInclad’s route bordered
on several melon patches. They
always wanted to hop the fence
and crack open a luscious melon.
"I told them if they trained well
and stayed away from the melon
patches, they could have all they
wanted when they finished," he
said.
The result was an Iowa state
championship in 1947 and a repeat
the following year.
And, Miller hasn’t been beaten
in a dual meet yet!
"I’m afraid to drop the run," be
admits. "It’s not that I’m superstitious, but why end a good
thing."

intramurals
Help students
Fl ex Muscles

Intramural sports play a big
part in the lives of many San Jose
Slate male students. It gives them
a chance to flex theirmuscles and
take a breather from studies.
Coach Dan Unruh has a wide
variety of both group and individual sporting events available
to SJS men interested in competitive activities.
Intr: llllll ral athletics provides
By TOM O’NE11.
It will he student versus coach male students, who do not parwhen San Jose and Chico clash in ticipate In varsity team sports,
tomorrow’s soccer match at Chico. a chance to display their ability.
Touch football, tennis, two-man
Chico State’s Wildcats are
tutored by former Spartan soc- volleyball and bicycle racing are
cer performer Nils ftenivston. some of the up-coming events.
Bengston played under the gold- However. there is a large list of
al1CP of Julie Menendez, 5.15 other activities which will be held
later in the year.
soccer roach, from 1959-61.
. Bengston lettered in sorry r
Bowling. six -man volleyball,
twice at SJS. Bengston was orig- badminton, free throw contests.
inally from Denmark before en- cross country, wrestling and
rolling at San Jose State.
swimming are slated for November
Menendez will he facing his through January.
former pupil for the first time in
In the spring. Intramural NV competition. The Spartan Mimteir !Mlle.* vu ill Include basketball,
will be taking a seasoned team table tennis, intends’s* trawk
with him to battle the Wildcats.
and field, fast and slow -pitch
Bengston has a squad composed softball, coed volleyball and
mostly of foreign students. Men- golf.
endez has a team representing 11
Last year 2,1313 male students
different countries with six forparticipated in intramurals at SJS.
eign students in the starting
iWith more than 19.000 students
enrolled this semester at San Jose
San Jose State will feature
State, the number of participants
12 lettermen in tomorrow’s
should be much larger and the
opening contest. !leading the
competition stronger than in past
scoring threat for the Spartans
years.
will be senior Dave Kingsley,
The Associated Student Body
last year’s top pointmaker.
Freshman hopefuls Rich fowell. has allotted several thousand dol.
Rich Ruff, Dase Hutchinson and laes for the intramural program
to the
Paul Beckner have looked impres- ,id SJS. Awards are given
sive and should see a lot of action winning part icipants and each
in today’s frosh match at Robert team accumulates its points for
fr. Stevenson Academy in Mon- the learn champion vh ip trophy
given at the end of the year.
terey.
If you an. a male student not
!QM Soccer lAsseup
Valdiz Svans interested in playing but are
Goal
In refereeing, Innith
. Ed Zeimat
RFD
Colin Lindores Is Mild like to speak to you. The
1.FR
pays
depart meat
Dave Gabor int ra lllll
LIM
’CHB
Slobodan Galeb Oilfield.. to referee actisities for
ttHlt
Tom Zinter ICS a game. So if you’re looking
Lon Frazer or for part time employment, eon RW
Jerry Koopman tart I nruh in M6121.
Das e Kingsley
It doesn’t matter whether you
!Nit
Korbus play or just referee, San Jose
CF.
Efiok Akpan , State’s intramural program should
LW
fly; on Kobayshi or interest you Pirk up an intraAsinan Kahn ;wind !yodeled any tone in Mf;121.

Days (Circle One)

SAVE MONEY

Address
Phone

City

NEW CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Two lines
One time

lines
lines
lines
lines

Add this
amount for
each add+I line

One time
50s a line

Three times
25e a line

Five times
200 a line

$1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50

$1.50
2.25
3.00
3.75

$2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

.50

.75

1.00

For display advertising rates, call CY 4-6414, Ext. 2081,
from 1.20 to 4:20, Monday Through Friday.

W
’New York
100
Gh,cgo
SS
Minnissot
17
Saltimore
111
Detroit
75
Clevisland
73
Soslon
73
Kansas
Los Anglas
69
Wshinidon
Si
’Clinched Penn,,,

City

I.

Pc,

Si
46
id
7)
75
11

654
575
561
526
590
474
571
454
445
349

Si2
44
99

GS

Los Angeles
5’ Louis
San Francisco
Phdadlphi
Milwaukee
Cincinnati
Ghicgo
PM .burgh
Houston
New York
IN. games

12
14
1,/,
26
271/4
VI
31E/2
33

440/1

3c OFF
2c OFF

PER GAL.
ETHYL GAS
PER GAL.
ETHYL GAS

II

(See Sports Page)

Mosfier’s

p.

tio

rei

Master
JEWELERS

Selected
The Spartan water polo varsity
picked co-captains for the first
time in its history.
Bill Parker, the best all-around
player on the 1962 frosh squad and
Charley Dougles, a transfer from
Orange Coast JC were selected in
team balloting.
Parker, was an all Santa Clara
Valley Athletic League choice at
Frernont’s Washington High, and
second high-scorer for the Spartababes last fall.
Douglas lettered at Garden
Grove High before becoming an
MI -State and All-American swimmer at Orange Coast.
Jack I,ikins, the only Southern
California pm:met on the freshmen team was unanimously chosen
to lead the talented yearlings.
Likins was All -CIF and AllAmerican, in both swimming and
water polo at Upland High near
Ontario.

WHITE
IWEAR at
STANFORD

GS

614
59
4
587
44
542 11
70
529 II
$I 72
524 IlYt
II 73
523 14
II 74
500 17./3
77 77
471 22
72 Si
354 35
59 94
320 45
49 104
scheduled Tusday)
94
91

411111IIIIIIIIIIMMID11111111111111111111111111111111111110111111111118011111111111111111IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII11111111111111111111111111itta

a er Polo
Co-Captains

____ _ ______ Check No.

Name _

2
3
4
5

"The Watermelon Run ha* idwass been a great morale
booster," Miller commenteil. "It
time the boys are
Is the find
divided on ability and it pro sides them with incentive to im I
prove their ranking," he added. I
The Watermelon tradition
started when Miller was coaching

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Pet
W L

AMERICAN LEAGUE

at a small high school in a "onehorse" town in Iowa.
"I told my boys to run down to! w
the corner market, which was
about a mile-and -a -half away, and
run hack," he said.
"I had to run with them to get
them started," he recalled.

Soccer Coach
Clashes With
Former Pupil

’n r’

SERVICES

Girl for housework. Friday
479
Sn. 11.

N

PERSONALS
Removed

Ha r

; st 294-1

HELP WANTED
Afternoon sitter.
Transo -’s’on. MIT, 2
256-4961.

3 cCm

ran -y.

LOST AND FOUND
Lost German Shepherd

/

Sliderule
a

Men
414 E.

Space’s for ’-veneral Or
and Womer Sparse 3+
797 P277

-

Spartan Harriers
Vie for ’Melon’

BASEBALL STANDINGS

Wishes to we/come back all
students and faculty members

,

During your vacation we have
remodeled our store to offer you
the most pleasant and luxurious
surroundings in Santa Clara

j
I
!

County
a

You die iny ted - to an our fine
facilities and service’.:

01

A fat and efficient watch it
pair department
Experienced engraver
premises
Rings checked and cleaned
Many of the services are free.
of course

SJS, Cards Clash
(Continued froui Page (0

And remember - ORANGE

kicking specialist -Rich Talley
who, if he can adjust to game conditions, could be one of the very
hest on the West Coast.. Tatley
could hurt the Indians from as far
out as 40 yards.
Dave Johnson and Walt Roberts are proven pass catchers
for Rand Carter to look for, and
Itolwrts is the "all the way on
one play" speedster which Stanford larks from scrimmage or
on kickoff or punt returns.
Walt is one of the most complete
players to perform as a Spartan
in recent years.

DIAMOND

BLOSSOM

si

RINGS
Exclusively

-ps

sold

dt

Y our Master
JEW ELER
Westgate Shopping Center
1600 Saratoga Ave.

72 S. First St.

San Jose
Phone 297-0920

Phone 379-3051

--1

IT1#1 UNIW1 1 l
JIMi

Q.

Why buy a pen this good
when you might just lose it?

A.
Parker won’t let you lose it.
If you do, it will he replaced*

*SPECIAL REPLACEMENT OFFER

If you buy a Parker 45 for $5 between now
and October 31, Mt, it will he proter led
against loss for one full year at no extra ((1st.
Just register its purchase by mailing one-half
of the Parker 45 Registration Certific ate to
the insurance company listed on the certificate. Then if the pen is lost, the insuranc
company will replace it at no c harge. All you
have to do is mail the other half of the certificate, properly notarized, and describe how
the pen was lost.
Here’s why this is such a good pen for a
college student:

4.

Its "mnvertible". You can load it with a cartridge
or you can replace the
artridge with this ingenious little "converter"
IlLw4idall1=1,,rd in run oauntdoffiilnl kit fdurorimnsaann ienxkambnitlp.
Salid 141( gold point. You get a choice of
seven widths from extra fine to extra broad
yirtwincsItaamn.tilgyea point, your dealer ran
rAeripcliacife

you get:The pen, a "converter,"
and free exchange of any undamaged point within 30 days of purchase. PLUS
Parker’s special replacement offer. This guarantee againA loss will be offered until Octorbiit
her 31stdoynly, so better see your Parker dealer
For rotnnglyj fie

d d

PARKER At 75 years -Maker of the world’s most wanted pen,

Guaranteed Maier Oil Co Gasolme

Lowest Gas Prices In San Jose
PURITAN OIL CO.
/,TI

& KEYES - 4TH & Wit 1.IAKA
10TH & TAYLOR

Tark:45 co.e
cartridge
. or fill it from an ink bottle

loid of with d

L

-mewl&

Dumke, SJS Group Will View
Union; Student Vote Soon?
selves for constructam and operating costs of the union.
Scheduled for last semester, the
election was jxxitponed by the College Union Committee during a
meeting Feb. 27.
Associate Dean of Students Rob..

by, but there’s
The years roll
Union.
still no SJS College
an elecThere hasn’t even been
determine if SJS students
tion to
really want the union.
if stuThe poll would indicate
assess themdents are willing to

eral election in December" if the
chancellor’s action is favorable,
Larson said earlier this week.
MONEY AVAILABLE
"Financially we’re ready for the
union, and we’re ready to tell the
Board of Trustees that we’re ready
to hold an election," Larson ad The special proposal for the $4
milliim College Union must be
Passed by a two-thirds majority of
those voting.
San Jose State’s union received
a big boost last November.
Preis. Wahlquist and the other
California state college presidents
were authorized to move ahead
with specific building plans.
The SJS president was also told
he could use a college union expert

OLD UNIONSite for the former SJS College Union was beneath the old Carnegie Library at Fourth and San Fernando,
where now stands the modern north wing. The state purchased
a new building for the union in 1959 at 3 1 5 S. Ninth St. Student
offices are still in the Ninth Street location today. SJS, however,
may receive a new College Union if State College Chancellor
Glenn S. Dumke gives his approval at a meeting today.

PARTY
RENTALS
Punch Bowl
Fountain
’rabies

I lima

iliilted

RilltaA
oisista.,..aLammeiaelw
2455 The Alameda
243-0 I 50
Santa Clara

ert S. Nlartin explained that State
College Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke’s staff had raised "reservations
about a vote."
Now Dumke may take a stand.
He’s meeting with a delegation
from SJS today in Inglewood.
Heading the SJS group are John
T. Wahlquist, college president,
and Strive Larson, ASH head.
If Exunke’s decision this weekend is favorable. SJS may see the
election this December.
"We will be able to have a gen-
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Battle Dust Thins

and hase been for some

time."
REPORT
A report submitted by the (7ommittee of Finance during the November meeting declared that initial financing of the union would
he done through the Stale College
Revenue Bond Act of 1947.
Under this act the Board of
Trustees is allowed to issue revenue lanais to raise funds for college unions.
The bonds, however, must have
the approval of the State Board of
Cunt rot
And before the trustees can approve any loan, a fully detailed
operations and maintenance budget for at least three years ahead
must be presented by the college.

SJS Gets $16 Million Budget,
5% Pay Raise for Faculty
Last June, San to-i State college officials made their annual
trek to Sacramento to ask for
funds to carry out their building
and educati,nal programs. The
reception they received was not
quite what they had anticipated.
From the battle between various
forces within the legislature, as
well as from the battle between
the legislature and the governor,
arose a cloud of confusion concerning SJS appropriations. Enough
of the dust has cleared, however,
to let one see what total appropriations are, what SJS got and
what it didn’t get.
According to SJS Business Manager G. E. Guttormsen, the total

for
;Itit and hi
total iiefr.ed ’’ii: I
640. The total
is $16.3144 021
SJS official, originally had
planned to ask for a budget ot
$16.2315/154, expecting to reeet.’
$13.822,11483 from appropriates,
and $2.413.571 in fees.
, On the plus sale for SJS are ilie
following: It asked for $750,000
to equip the new Engineering
Building and finally received the
necessary appropriations. SOS difficials asked tor and got a 5 per
cent acrossI’a-txtard pay increase
for the faculty. The state legislat,ire also approsed a salary in-

Lyke Looking for Copy;
Poets, Scribes, Take Heed

lot n.
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tently unoccupied ’fAser Hall
All ix:, not sweetness and light.
i,owevia The $5 21(1.000 appropriat.on foi: the W.V.’slum’,’ tuuilditig
IS
befq, deferred for one y Par
I::, the $750,000 for a propie,cal
i,ifeteria to Ser. I. residence halls.
:In addition, funds well’
approved for these proposed project,:
- $190,000 for outdoor physical
education facilit it’s on I hi-.,end of the campus in It.
Stadium area.
$392,000 for a corp., ,:
yard at the eampu, south
$165.000 for .11 the library buildin.:
$175,000 for eq
i0orn taidding adjaient
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-Coming Soon -

Fiction writers, artists and carAlthough the editor and ads e: , tixmists of San Jose State Col- Using manager of the magazii
lege: arise!
are appointed by the SJS Studei.
Lyke, the college’s award -win- Council, Lyke is completely MI
ning feature magazine, is looking supporting. It is not financed I.
or original fiction, art and car- ASH funds hut by funds raised
toons for its first issue, according the staff through advertising an..
to Chris Headings, editor.
,ales.
SJS’ official feature mag-azinr.
Publication date of this semi’ .
-1/ariatoatti.itirili.1
Lyke, is published twice a semester ter’s first issue will be announced
by student, in the Deportment soon, according to John 114001N
Approved Hall for Girls
of Journalism and Advertising. advertising manager. However 345 E. WILLIAM
For two consecutive years Lyke students wishing to submit n’’’ has been named "America’s No. I terial for publication should do
Fall
vacancies
college feature magazine" by Sig- as soon as possible.
work for port room L board
ma Delta Chi, men’s national honor
All work submitted should
journalism society.
$350 for commuters
elude the author’s or artist’s non..
Contents of the magazine in- address and telephone numl
Term contracts for pledges
clude stiident -writ ten fict ion, art, 1Manuscripts should not he m: Student RA needed
cartoons and jokes. "Lyke
PRESENT UNIONAbove is the present College Union at 3 I 5
thin 114dt nut’ Is in iere.:111
’interviews
with
nationally-knossn
student
by
the
state
in
1959,
it
houses
SJS
S. Ninth St. Purchased
personalities. and various feat .1. ,;
body offices. The two-story plantation -style building once was
articles of general interest to col.
home for about 16 families. It will be replaced by a building
leg’’ students.
if approval is received from State College Chancellor Glenn S.
I Feature articles rind
Dumke at a meeting today in Inglewood.
for such articles friiiii .1: I...
The State will not pay for the istialents are also welcomed, ac to participate in the formalise
union. It must be supported en- , cording to the editor.
stages of the project.
Both of these authorizations tirely by SJS students.
Last semester’s ASH president
came at a meeting of the Board of
Hill Hauck said funds for the proTrust’s at Long Ileazh,
Nearly 15 per cent 01 the for- 41
posed structure would hasp to 1.1;t1 exchange students at San
OPTIMISTIC OUTLOOK
0
student
body
funds.
of
conic
out
At this tune Pres. Wahlquist
Jose State College are living at
assessthat,
the
He
predicted
shimed an optimistic outlook for
neru
a-sbsistence levels for lack
CY 7-7417
1884 W. Son Carlos
’o f funds.
the union.
(Continued on Page 110)
031.
"It looks as if we’re over the -- - - hump on the union. We’ll move
right ahead." he stated.
The Trustees’ action followed a
report by Vice Chancellor John F.
Richardson, stating that "colleges
should be self-sufficient communities."
Richardson’s report was based
on information from a statewide
committee on college unions which
had worked for two years on state
college union problems.
Chairman of the SJS union committee is Dr Dwight Bente’. head
of the Join nalism and Advertising
Department.
After the Trusters ease the goahead on planning last November,
Bente; told the Daily’
’We are ready for this d.’s clip -
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Old House Destroyed;
Science Complex To Rise

Students Benefit From New Lab
By JACKIE ZIMMERMAN
lhanesvork by automation Would
n.eetb 10 be to cry student’s dream
but add the %sold lab. one hour a
week, and the student becomes dismayed. Hov,,ever. a hichever ss ay
the student
lab or harnework
benefits from the new language
lab in learning a foreign language.
in supplementing the foreign
language department SJS’s new
$30,000 language lab provides a
conversing -pronouncing lab for all
1A. 1B and 30 language students.
Thirty units hate been installed
In AV213 but according to Frederick Sin mg, director of the language lab, the units prose to 1,
30 to 100 per cent inadequate
alleviate the inadequacy, Di
Icy Goddard. head of the F
Language Department.said
plans to rJr.dilir
bee
I.E..% I II I

I tiRI

the student tu gain the fullest advantage durine his lab period.
Special rooms and pers?mal
booths are required to facilitate
the lab’s activity. The room is located as far away as possible front
noises outside the budding, doors
are sound -resistant, ceilings are
acoustically treated and window
space is kept at a minimum to
avoid distracting sights and sounds.
LIKE PHONE BOOTHS
The individual student booth is
much like the Bell telephone
booth in that it has the perforated
metal sidings with the fiber-glass

phone allows the student to speak
his own voice; the eornleeleN. a hich arc also designed to
cut outside noise, enables the student to hear his own voice or the
voice on a tape. The six buttons
are the remote control center for
i the student as he records, plays
hack, listens, or skips ahead on
; the tape. A stop button has to be
pushed before pushing any other
button and a help button summons the attendant to the student’s booth.
The equipment itself is not a
teaching device; it cannot eliminate the instructor but does aid the
11/111 Te(11.111

volves understanding by ear,
speaking only what is understood,
reading initially only wtuit is understood or spoken, and writing
only what is eilsily understood,
spoken or read.
MARKED IMPROVEMENT
As the language lab instructor
at Marquette University, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, Strong thinks
the students definitely improve
and benefit from the use of the
lab; he said that instructors

*

*

have noticed the change in a student’s work a the student Mil riot
attend the lab for that week.
To keep the laus ii, operation
nine hours a day, Monday through
Friday, Strong is assisted by
Jerry Dorsey, an electrical engineering major. The one complicating
factor to the attendant, Strong
explained, was preparing for the
next lab by changing 10 to 20
tapes during the 10 minute class
break.

*

*

*

*
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Prl:r_11 !
r: .1111 .11 he !,.
tronic field as being -extreme::.
sophisticated" and versatile. l;,
cause of the equipment’s intrie..’,
nature assembling is sill! in In
cess in order to have the machine working propr.???Iv It is essenlio
that the equipment used emit ,-act,
sound distinctly therefore 11;.?..

MODERN LABFrederick Strong, director of the language lab,
explains to elementary foreign language students the use and
operation of the new $30,000 lab.

FOR TI I F.
I ITIMATE IN FASHIONS

l,ickine The exterior of the bo,,e -.??Ident in speaking and under-huts our much of the ambler.’ -landing the foreign language.
-Prong compared it to one hour of
eoise, and the interior ahPat
. :.,imework affording actual prac.ene of the sound produced t..,
,cupants voice. Each booth . ,?ce in conversing and hearing in
455 E. WILLIAM * nor 1018 Strut
?he language.
,quipped with a microphone, .:,
Open Thur. Nue.
CV 4-74T,
phones and six butt-:. The mic: .
THREE LEVEL SYSTEM
Strong estimated that approximately 600 language labs existed in the United States with
HEADQUARTERS FOR
..bout 250 in the college and uni.ersity level. lie stated that most
LEVI’S CASUALS ...
labs existed on a level one or two
system which allowed the student
meiwillen, fit
only to hear or hear and speak.
The lab hare is a level three sysLEVIS’S SLIM FITS
tem or an audio-active-compara. 9reen
tive system which enables the student to hear, speak and compare
LEVI’S COTRIL
$4.95
his own voice to that of the in,tructors’ on the tape.
LEVI’S STAGS
$6.95
SJS’s language lab tape-library
LEVI’S ROYAL GRIZZLY
57.95
contains approximately 1800 tapes.
und o anted I 4,fiarN
feeh the Spanish and German sets
of tapes were made by their deTHURSDAY
NIGHT
INVITED
CHARGE
OPEN
ACCOUNTS
partment here.
Strong believes that a IanNar ,nal
F
S.
sAl;l1;arits
J.
Bankamericard
:a:lee is something the student
learns and talks. He explains that
four skills should come from the
rise of the language lab which inKelita Sarony
Bobbie Brooks Miss
Liz Porter Ltd.

4"
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227 SO. FIRST

295-2190

Special Student Rates
TYPEWRITERS
Rental and Sale
MODERN OFFICE
MACHINES CO.
124 E. San Fernando
293-5283

SENOR y SENORITASSenorita Carmen Bejar, Senor Lazaro
Garza and Senorita Graciela Dike Moreno, three of staff members of the NDEA Language Institute held during the summer,
pose in native costumes. Or, Joseph Reid Scott, director of the
program, is working to bring another institute to SJS next
summer.

Hispania was only a couple
blocks from SJS last summer. In
fact it was in the Delta Upsilon
fraternity house.
Forty students and twelve instructors created Hispanic "culture
island" for eight weeks this past
summer.
Washington D.C. officials who
visited the first language institute
at SJS reported it was "apparently
an outstanding success" according
to Dr. Wesley Goddard, head of
the Foreign Languages Department.
So successful was the first institute that Dr. Joseph Reid Scott,
foreign languages professor and
director of the institute, is currently working to bring a second
NDEA Spanish Language Institute
to SJS. While on sabbatical, Scott
will attend a conference in Wash-

ington, D.C. held to evaluate all
institutes conducted. He will then
teach for a semester at University
of Hawaii before going to Mexico
to study various Mexican dialects.
Scott drew his staff for the institute from as far away as Mexice
City. Staff members complemented
each other in not only presenting
the Spanish language but also the
cultural aspects of Spanish-speaking countries.
All participants in the institute
are teachers. The Casey bill will
public
California
require all
schools to offer foreign languages
by 1963 in sixth, seventh, and
eighth grades. The purpose of the
institute was to train teachers to
meet this need.
Chosen from :375 applicants, the
participants "lived" in Hispania
for their eight units credit. They
attended seven hours of class five
days a week. Out of class students
attended cultural lectures or Spanish language movies, learned folk
songs, and danced to Spanish
music. Most evenings were free
for study after 7 p.m.
From the cultural studies students would learn about such thing,as restrictions on the tltie of co,
rttetics, or who can smoke a pipe,
a cigar, a cigarette. Since all participants were teachers, they also
attended lectures on teaching
methods and observed a demonstration of language teachings to
a group of youngsters.
In the end all agreed that the
institute was a lot of work, but
they learned.
P4111111 ?

Grandma’s
12860 S lit

Why not arrange a subscription
today? The Western Edition of
The New York Times is available
to you on campus the same day
it rolls off the presses in Los
Angelesand for only 100 a copy.
Your New York Times representative on campus will he glad to
serve you every day, Monday
through Saturday, during the
coming Year.
Mr
al

Iii.

Atkin "’parkin

Soc. Science Sets
Second Challenge
Exam Sept. 23

SJS ’Culture Island’
Hailed As ’Success’

Today’s most interesting students
read The New York Times Western Edition
Why don’t you? You’ll find it a
rewarding daily addition to your
college days and studies. It keeps
you on top of today’s exciting
events ... helps you in a variety
ofcourses... gives you vital hackground for discussions in and out
of the classroom.

110 :I 11.11
.11
The 1,Id ,ructilre
ProPerl,r
11!1,
eupying the -.lie oil Ow 1111111’1.
Jose State College science complex be used for
complex.
are being demolished.
Plans for the fa -t
According to Executive Dean C.
Grunt Burton, the old buildings complex, said Dearl
being drawn up at I
11111e 111 preparation ol ??.
budget.
The dean pointed old that
will take "At least one 1.:it’
the completion of the compli-I
working drawings end tee stel"
for construction."
The proposed -eielivo
will be an atklition to Ito. pr..
New students who missed the
visions already asailable
:fly
social science challenge tests given
science building.
during Orientation Week, will he
Dean Burton noted 1, ,t IF...
given a second opportunity Monstate felt it neces-al.,.
pp .
day, Sept. :to, Dr. Harrison Heath,
ent time to elnia?, ?.
?i?t??,?,
SJS test officer, announced.
houses on the Fifth St re,
Advance signup is in the testing
extended leases t ,,1 h,,
office, ADM218.
including
Results of the test determine
lower
in
enroll
should
students
if
Job Interviews
division social science courses required by the State Board of
The eignups for II:.-.,
Education.
employment inters less
Test areas are U. S. History, Monday. according 1, I.,
U. S. constitution and California man, business and aid ,? ,
government.
ment director.
Students failing the U. S. history portion may challenge again.
by clearing through the Hist,,,v
Department office and signing
(If
in the testing office.
Crest litpe foliop
Challenge tests will be given
each semester on the Monday of
the week preceding dead week.
Enjoy Smoking
Two semesters must elapse between challenges.
SMOKE A PIPE!
Students failing U. S. constituwhile you are shop. ,4 tr,
tion or California government
of our select blends r,’
or domestic tobacco. Jss.
rnportad
tests are not permitted a second
r lorit for the dlscerniselnq pips
challenge, and must enroll in corsmoker.
r,-sponding courses.

3.

227-9280
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THE SAFE WAY to stay aleri
without harmful stimulants
NoDoz lumps you mentally
alert with the sante safe refresher found in coffee and
tea. Yet NoDoz is faster,
handier, more reliable. Absolutely not habit-forming.

Next time monotony makes
you fts.1 drowsy while drivaig,
working or studying, do as
millions do ... perk up with
safe, effective NoDoz tablets.
*now lint oadiAl ut GIMO
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SlIvenvare
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Repairs
Tape Recorders
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AFROTC Staff Members
Presented With Promotions
lot

no

staff members of the SJS
AF’Itfire unit received promotions
during the taiMMer.
Johns, assistant professor
W
promoted from
of Mr science, was
captain to major on July 15. Major
Johns, 0 native of Washington, has
completed two years at SJS. lie is
wife
living in Cupertino with his
and sons.
Major Johns came to SJS from
Japan where he was assigned to
electronic re,
a squadron flying
coimaissance missions, lie graduated from Park’s College of St.
l.ouis University with a major in
aeronaut icon l oix.rat ions.
Major Johns was on the staff
at the annual AFROTC summer
ott Fairchild Air
Inranlinnent
F,ilee Base, Wash.
rlitiord S. Doll, personnel records NCO, was promoted from
staff sergeant to technical sergeant. T. Sgt. Doll, a native Californian. spent two years at Chapman f’idleg(’ in Oregon, and had a

WS
plIar

8 2

top

out of 3 students
get better grades
after
haircuts
at

LEN & AL’S
BARBER SHOP

0

, tour of duty in Libya in 1955-58.
His wife, two sons and daughter
accompanied him
During his assignment at SJS,
’I’. Sgt. Doll has attended class
and is now it senior majoring in
sociology.
Roy J. Delpier, sergeant major
of the ROTC unit, was promoted
from technical sergeant to master
sergeant. M. Sgt. Delpier, a native of Michigan, is married and
has three sons.
M. Sgt. Delpier’s assignments
have included: members of a flying
crew, recruiting, and personnel supervision. He was NCO ill the
Year in the Pacific Air Forces in
1957. In early 19114, he will have
completed 20 year, ot acto.P

52 H.S. Students
Attend NSF School

the institute was on thi
where chemistry and physie
lap. This
the seeond year
integrated chemistry and ph’,
approach has been tried.
Students who completed the
summer institute received an NSF’
certificate. When these students
enter college, many will be able
MS HOST
This was the fourth consecutive to enter directly into second seyear that SJS was host to the mester college chemistry.
six-week institute. To he consid114,000 GRANT
ered for the summer institute, a
The National Science Foundastudent must have applied by let- tion grant for this institute was
ter and recommended by his chem- $14,400. Students in the program
istry and math teachers. His prin- meek ’,I lunch money and travel
cipal also must submit his science expense,
-.11itlehls lived
and math grades, and his I.Q. in eamlia-. olormitraies at NSF
rating.
expense.
Each day of the six -week sesThis program was designed to
sion was a busy one for the stu- challenge and interest student, in
dents. Modern science films, which the fields of science and physie-.
were shown before class began, anti to encourage them to 14011 ’(’4’
were optional but according to these fields in their career planDr. Benjamin Naylor, professor of ning. During the six weeks, these
Maps drawn by the students of chemistry, drew many students. students also experienced the life
The instructional emphasis in of a college student.
cartography in Geography 151 are
on display in the window of the
library’s north wing.
Cartography is the art of mapmaking.
’The students had no experience
in drawing, but the work, are very
fine," Dr. Michael Melntyre, as,ociate professor of geography and
instructor for the course, cornrnentOd.
Fifty-two high school students,
12 girls and 40 boys, were selected
from 350 applications received by
SJS for the six-week Summer institute i,rr Chernistiy and Physics
lot’ Secondary School Students
sponsored by the National Science
Foundation,

Library Display
On Cartography

Prof Honored
At Surprise Party

318 S. 10th
480 S. 10th
P.S. For BEST results try
..iudying AND getting your
at Len & Al’s)

nfl 11113

t’ IfT41011 111,1111.V-4

In Afghanistan

SJS Graduate Speaks Out
On Peace Corps Traininc
So
1)11’
(
Pre
Iitacked reeentl:. tiN a San Jose
State College graduate now stathine(’ in Afghanistan as a Peace!ing
Corps member.
Ai
"One of the most commonly
miscsmeept ions of those desiring t,’
enter service in the Corps is yip, ’it
if’
OVITIITIII
feel that you must have a speakinv ’ Al." ’’
knowledge of a foreign language
said Douglas It. Alexaridtr, ss ii’
received his MA dcllei
January.
Alexander started al
State in September
his B.A. degree in Health ...it II.
glens’ in 1961. At the silo.: linii hi
viiceived his masters IIIIP In Poi ,
’
ration. he receivisl his ::4Iiiral
VW!,
..1.111
ondary credential.
I I
111’ i111,1111,1
"Although many of us ’Ail,
than that expe,
now on foreign assignment, ’4.4
,n the summer
had some type of language ii
440*
final
’
ing in high school or cone!, till
is by no means a prereniu..ii
Alexander addPd.
in additiwi I., the French 1,
in high sehool and colle
ander learned to speak I .4
ing his 11 weeks of trail:
Georgetown Universits to F.
ington,
’The large,’ amount it’ In II,
ing time wa, ,I...oto:s1 to - .-I

I to /,,t1

.,/1

FINE COSMFTICS
’
fi.17,,t I c,
HELENA PU3INSTLIN
DOROTHY GRAY
DU BARRY
FABERGE
LAN VIN
GUERLAlN
‘.1.:UL35
CAR:IN
PRINCE MATCHAP.Fit I
RESICN
YARDL:Y

Tri Beta Campout
Set for Big Basin

SJS Professor Matthe% Vessel
Mrs. Vessel were given a
iipen house by 200 guest, ill
honor of the couple’s 25th weddinv
iinniversary.
Vessel is head of the Science
Education Department and Mrs.
Vessel has been an elementary
’,ocher in Cambrian school district
for the past eight years.
They have been San Jose residents since 1940, and were married in Chisholm, Minn., Sept. 10,
I938.

TWO LOCATIONS
\

Friday Pp?

Tri-Poita, an hoiiii. y
fraternity. will coirt,ei its
dut>.
,earnpout al big Basin State Park.’ .
0, n. 114.11
October 5-6. The overnight trip
which will cost $2 per PeltiOn.
PART TIME WORK
feature a 10-mile guided hike to
! the falls.
College coeds wanted tuf Flea
Tri Beta invites all interested I tact work in our office. Salary
.tudents to ciane to niorn
at per how.
I:30 p.m., September ’24 I ,,
Apply at hrl 318 So IC’’
titer information.
2nd floor between 3 to 4 or 5

0,1
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Tenth Street Pharmacy

heappm...II
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ANALYSIS OF CHLORINEConducting experiments was only
one part of the training five high school students received at
SJS this summer. Pictured above are Dave MacQueen of Saratoga and John McCollum of Campbell who participated in the
program the National Science Foundation Summer Institute of
Chemistry and Physics held for secondary school students.

ATTENTION:

erZ

ART MAJORS

Student Ambassadors
Prove Their Versatility

1/1,1,1.

amliiiadors have to something new to their itinermv
. . . singing on television.
be pretty versatile nowadays.
I Proving just this point are San , Accompanied by Camilla on the
’guitar, the dial sang America’s
Jose State students. Camilla Shelnumber one hit song at the time.
: den and Bob Hall. The pair parof
Their song" -Sokiyaki.’
, ticipated in a student exchange. course.
program with San Jose’s sister;
:city, Okayama, Japan. They returned to San Jose Sunday.
Camilla is a junior music major
I and vvas president of the music
lhonorary sorority MU Phi Epsilon
, and was concertmistress for the
college orchestra.
1 Hall was a photographer for
Spartan Daily last year and reCo-Itec starts this Saturday in
sumes his duties this fall, lie is it the
Women’s Gym from 12:30 to
senior English major and is also
vice president of Kappa Alpha Mu, 430 p.m. Students and students’
honorary photo-journalism fra- families and faculty are invited
Student hotly cards and fun II
ternity.
Spending the summer in Oka- privilege cards are needed for ;lit
’ pima, they lived with families in flhissI(lr1.
Volley ball, ping piing aryl badthe community. Their days were
, filled with visits to schools, hos- minton will he open. swimming
pitals and homes of city official, will be open from 1 to 4 p.m. and
frirm 1-3
reanniiilini,
!Besides the usual speeches
diiineis, the couple have ailiti.1 turn

SAVE TIME

San Jose Paint. a complete
professional art supply store.
Save time by being served by

Co-Rec Activities
Resume Saturday
For Pupils, Profs

professional people.

Art & Drafting
Supplies

REGULAR BURGERS

For fast service we have complete
stock% cif all riquir1.11 art .nippilea.
(tor trained, eperienced clerk know
%% hat each emirs, relillire.s. t.et 011 tO
the right start! Purchase ,,11111’ art
stuppliev from Sail .1(1,1. Paint, the
professional art store!

15c
tt,’

FRESH GROUND MEAT USED Fxri

i.,
I

HOLIDAY 15C BURGERS

I 12 S. 2nd Street

THOSE CLEAN WHITE ADLERS
Now you’re catching on. Just be "clean white sock" in Aellers. Suddenly everyone sees
you as the man who always knows the right thing to do, cs en if he decides not to do it.
So now’s the time to grab a motor scooted- and a girl, not necessarily in that order. Hut
first, g rab the AdlerSCshrinkcontrolled v. ool sock. In I t and a covey of colors. 11 1.00
’111 sent.,

"Everything for the Artist"
I

1

MI.= MOW 1..=.11
.

10

Y

I

4

Owe

19.

c11/115

4th & San Fernando

Available At Mosher’s Ltd.

(Across from Library)

3rd & San Fernando

snopil011 .4011(

Will 1"

DISPARTAN DADA’

Iriday, Sept.

196j

PROFS GET ROYAL SERVICE

Dr. Allwood
iGets New
Iowa Post

Negro Hears JFK;
Attacks Indian Barber
.11’ NEAL Alaska UPI
discrimination isn’t always a matter of black alai white
A part Chippewa Indian pleaded
guilty here Tuesday to a charge of
violating Alaska’s civil rights statutes by refusing to cut a Negro’s
hair in a barbershop ovined by a
Filipino. The Negro wound tip being convicted of assaut and battery.
It happened like this,
Allan 1A’ilson. a Negro construction worker, entered the barbershop.
The barber. Henri. Larance, said
"I
in court that he told
don’t know if the bsiss ser., - itol:one
ored people in her and he
right now

About the same time. an amt..
err on the barbershop radio
in with a bulletin from President
Kennedy’s recent press conference
on civil rights.
Larance said Wilson sat down
and after listening to the newscast, jumped to his feet anti began
beating Larance with his fists and
shouting, "You’re one of those
kind of guys"
Wilson was convicted of assault
and battery and sentenced to
days, suspended, and fined VW.
Larance receied the same sentence for violating the cis il right.
statutes.
No complaint was filed against
the shop owner. Fred Carrillo.

Pueblo to Metropolis

A City How It Grows

REGAL SERVICELt, Col. Edwin T. Rios, professor of Military Science at SJS is served coffee
by Patrice Fowler, County Fair Queen. Maj.
Joe F. Tarpley, professor of Air Science at SJS,
left, and Alondo M. Gekan, commander of

West Valley Post 158 American Legion are also
pictured at the annual Tribute to Cities program
at the Santa Clara County Fair which closed
Sunday.

government. San Jose was an’:
Tti;s is the first of two articles d
scribing San Jose’s transformation the first cities in the countrj
tiltePY Pultblo to a battling, iadopt the Council -Manager loi .
hem
metropolitan area.)
) There was a steady growth in
i both population and grea until
By PITEVE (HELL
1950 when the city consisted of
It all began ;,-; a first Spanish
’
approximately 17 square miles and
pueblo. Nov . 29. 1777.
was
home for approximately 951n’
A pueblo. as defined in Hyink,
untinue41 from Page 7)
persons.
Brown. and Thatcher’s ’Politics’
David
ogi, . dnits 1, i .
Twenty-seven cadets from SJS merit to each student would proband Government in California." is
assistant to San Jose City
ably not be any more than $6
a small town -usually built around I ass sireganaM
A. P. Hamann and a member of attended the annual AROTC camp every semester.
a central square." Because the
at Ft. Lewis, Wash., this summer.
Section
Research
attached
to
pueblosthe
The need for a college union at
the city manager’s office,
The cadets from SJS were among
.aanattract settler s during the early
’
SJS was apparent back in 1928.
nounced recently that the city is 1.400 from 43 colleges and unihistory,
years of California
land,
One SJS faculty member, Dr.
housing and supplies wer, offered :situated on about 72 square miles versities.
Richard B. Lewis, head, Division
’of fertile Santa Clara Valley soil
to those who would come with
San Jose State was represented of Audio-Visual Services, rememand is populated by approximately
the understanding that their sur288.800 persons. as shown by fig- at the encampment by: Thompson I hers a campaign for a union while
plus produce would be held in reures taken from a special census A. linker, Robert N. Bozeman, Ihe was an undergraduate here.
serve to supply the military pre"1 was a member of the Student
conducted in July 1962.
Rodney V. Gabrielson, Peter Gutsidios.
Body Executive Board in 1928-29,"
WORLD WAR It
And, so. the City of San Jose.
ter Gordon M. Head. William C.
Dr. Lewis said in an interview last
Actually, Boggini said, the exCalif All America City home of
pansion of the City of San Jose Holley Jr., Donald P. Hopman, February.
more than 250,000 persons. began
and of the entire Santa Clara Val- Bialdington B. Jones, Michael W.
"We were pressing for someits Ift5-year history.
ley region began at the end of Keogh, Robert W. Lauridsen. Da- thing more than the quarters we
tiROWTH RECENT
World War II. He attributes much cal W. Lernmon.
had then." he continued.
This huge growth of population
of this increase in population to
and area of San Jose has been a
Also attending camp were Peter, Little was done to rejuvenate
ithe fact that -many servicemen
the college union campaign of
but,
rather recent phenomenon
were stationed in the area during .1 Mancuso, William F. McClellan. 1928-29 until President Wahlquist’s
let’s take a brief look at the early
the war, and, following the wai. John M. Pesek, Stanley \V. Price. administration in 1950.
progress of this central California
moved here because they liked the Herman S. Radloff, Melvin B.
It was 1959 when the State De"pueblo."
valley region. ’
Raley, Michael J. Rutz, Robert E. partment of Finance purchased it
On Sept. 17. 1821. San Jose beToday, more than 2,000 pet-sons
came a Mexican pueblo upon d ecSharp, Louis G. Somers, Robert new union for SJS.
employed by the city to con laration of Mexican independence are
NEW UNION
duct the activities of the 23 city D. Sulek, Gary J. Trout. Joseph
from Spain . Twenty-nine ye’
Once an apartment building. the
departments. the city council and E. (Isl. Jr.. John E Leatherman
!ider.
1850, it became one of the
other municipal government Henry E. Mora, James D. Reese l the plantation -style structure at
first American cities to become in, 315 S. 9th St, now housesstudent I
branches.
, and Richard L. Sutter.
corrxwated.
! body offices.
From the small amount of pesos
T
is
was
six
charter
-week
h
guohtUh
the first
camp, extending
SJS made the move to the pie
and centavos exchanged in San frtim
Jtme
granted the city in 1897. San Jose’s I
22 through Aug. 2, was ent building around 1960, accor,iJose years ago have evolved figtr
the pr’ -commissioning Mg to Larson.
present charter became effective
ures such as $30, )70,278 for. the training
gis en each cadet. CompleJuly 1. 1916. after being prepared
The old imam and meeting place
Free. city’s 1962-63 budget. $14,053188 Hon or
and
a Board
the camp, plus graduation were beneath the old Carnegie liproposed
for capital improvements. $16,017,from ctillege, is necessary before brary at Fourth and San Ferholders and adopted at a special
for an operating budget. $49,- the cadets
may receive their Mil- nando Sts., where the modern giXelection. The vole was: Yes: 3.528:1090
1058,333 in bonded indebtedness
!missions as second lieutenants in story north wine of the library.
No: 2.708.
and finally. the city’s $532.463.910
Army.
(0I s(
N AG ER
’now stands.
I valuation.
The chart. r aas approved by as’es’el
the state legislature and has been
amended by the voters on several
occasions.
Included in this 1916 chat-ter
was the establishment in San Jose
of the t *ri mr:1-Nlanager form of

SJS Cadets
Attend Camp

Talented?
Act ivities Office
Wants To Know

Free Injections
Offered Students
:i, tettyphoid,
ta. avail/.,
and in !.,
able starting Oct 4 esery Friday
/-i!. 1 and 4 p.m. at 1113130.
r-s-ice IS Without charge to
-I :dents. Facility. employees.
, d limited students carrying six
oi
mits must pay a 50 cent
,!!0,11.71Z il and po,
w at Bl.
fee I
Nev.
m Affairs Business offit’’-’.I1orrs Dailey Ailditorium.
Minors must present signed perI,;: slips from their parents.

Do y011 base talent you would
like to sell?
The Activities Office, Adm242
is compiling a list of available talent. such as dance bands. folk
singers, and magicians, which will
be open for reference to student
groups and the public, according
to Mrs. Mary Rogers, secretary
Anyone interested in being lister]
, is invited to fill out a card asailable in this office.
Anther list is kept of plsee,
which accommodate dinners, dances. or other group meetings. gr
ing the address, the number whieh
can be accommodated, and an approximate price.

Now Entertaining

]RicaROosr

Coed at Council

The number of SeCOIlli
ants commissioned in two ji.,
is expected to be highest
history of SJS’ Air Force 19.11-e
program, Maj. Joe F. Tarple
professor of air science, annoonee,
today.
Major Tarpley reports th..
is due to increased enrollmei
upper-division courses and ir
3-year concurrent program.
The concurrent program :!1:.
students to acquire comm.
as second lieutenants in
years instead of four by
certain courses simultaneoti,r.
Freshman enrollment in Air
Science courses remained constant.
All AFROTC classes will te.
main open until Sept. 25, the la-,
day to add classes.

HANK’S
Barber Shop
Now
4 Chairs’

Vets Urged
of To Sign Up

Mrs. Marl Jane E. Adams,
SJS, represented Beta Alpha
Chapter of Pi Lambda Theta, national honor and professional association for women in education at
their 23rd biennial council held at
Boston University in late August.
The conference theme was
"Change: A Challenge to Education."

Korean War veterans and or!phans are requested to pick up,
’fill out, and turn in their study
;list cards at window 13 in ADM103 as soon as they have completed
;enrollment.
The first sign-up for the attendance period of Sept. 16 through
Oct. 31 will be held Nov. 4, 5.1
and 6 Checks are due on Nov. 20.!

Specializing in
all styles of hair cuts
Alma -Center 148 Alm,
293-0705
OPEN TUES.-SAT.
9 A.M. to 6 P U.

waviews

SAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITORIUM
111

FRIDAY, SEPT. 20th, 8:30 P.M.

* Bob Gibson
* Josh White, Jr.

* The Wayfarers
Raun MacKinnon

TICKETS
Ir
$1.50 -- $2.50 -- $3.50
ON SALE AT SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE
40 W. San Carlos
CT 5-0888
se,’ aciciressect err,- ;

UUIIIIIIIIIUUIIIIIIuIUm

WORRYING . . .

USED BOOKS
STILL AVAILABLE
NEW BOOKS ARRIVING DAILY
Refund Policy Full

Refund With Receipt During First Week of School.

Wednesday Night:
FLAMENCO GUITARIST

"I horoloN Night:
FOLK SINGER
DAVID HAYES
(sang at the World’s Fair)

Friday & Saturday Night:
JAZZ TRIO
Home Delivery
’Till 10 p.m.
and Food To Go
)irt-ft
218 Willow

College Union-- Are We Closer?

STOP

Dr. Martin S. Allwood. on the
faculty of the Sociology Department at San Jose State from
September 1960 to February 1962,
will be the new head of the Sociology Department at Iowa Wesleyan College.
Dr. Allwood was in his native
Sweden this slimmer as director
of the Anglo-American Center, a
post he has held since 1951.
He completed doctoral studies
both in Germany and in the United
States, anti has attended colleges
in Sweden, England, and Paris.
Dr. Allwood, who has been aftdiated with many colleges in the
United States and abroad, was
consultant for the American government, and has done community
surveys in India, Germany, Sweden, and the United States,
Dr. Allwood’s writings are published widely in a number of countries in various languages.

Major Tarpley
Predicts Jump
In Commissions

111.1t1.

Store Hours

This Week

7:30 A.M. to 9:00 P.M.

Open All Day Saturday
For All Your School Needs: Remember

Cal Book

CALIFORNIA BOOK COMPAN Y
134 E. San Fernando
1 Block off Campus

CY 4-4009

--and&

